Secure Messaging

Forward Advantage® Secure Texting and Messaging Connectors

Imprivata Cortext® Connector
for Communication Director®

Secure, innovative
messaging to improve
patient care

Integrating Communication Director and Imprivata Cortext to automatically deliver HIPAA-compliant
notifications to smartphones, tablets and PCs

Forward Advantage created the Imprivata Cortext Connector to integrate Forward Advantage’s Communication
Director, a leading solution for automated report distribution, with the Imprivata Cortext secure messaging platform.
This API-level integration enables the convenient and efficient delivery of information automatically to almost any
smartphone, tablet and desktop. Critical data from any EMR such as Admission, Discharge, Transfer (ADT) status, critical
lab values, and consult orders can be sent automatically, improving the coordination of patient care.
It’s truly information that finds the right person, at the right time.

Forward Advantage Secure Texting and Messaging Connectors for
Communication Director enable the automatic delivery of critical
information to almost any smartphone, tablet or PC.

“If a critical lab result comes back, the clinician wants to know right away. If they are between floors or patients,
they can now act immediately based on an automatic notification sent to the Imprivata Cortext application on their
smartphone. That’s what physicians have asked for, solutions that make the best use of their time, but also allows
them to deliver the best care they can.”
-Ed Ricks, Vice President and CIO, Beaufort Memorial Hospital

Secure
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Customizable

Game Changing

Communication Director is the proven system for routing reports and information in the
healthcare industry. Featuring Forward Advantage’s proprietary SmartRoute Technology,
Communication Director’s intelligent routing determines the appropriate recipients and
delivery preferences for each report. Hospital, physician and patient benefit from fast,
efficient and reliable health information exchange - and now integrated with Imprivata
Cortext, Communication Director can send automated reports securely to almost any
smartphone.

Imprivata Cortext, the secure messaging platform that allows providers across multiple
healthcare organizations to coordinate care directly from their smartphone, tablet,
or desktop. This HIPAA-compliant solution is easy for administrators to manage and
provides a familiar-looking text messaging experience.
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